Parker Hannifin China

Parker Hannifin
Founded in 1918, Parker can be found on and around everything
that moves.
Our focus on solving some of the world’s greatest engineering
challenges sparks our passion for innovation and secures our
future growth.
We are the global leader in motion and control industry.

Parker’s story began when a 33-year-old engineer named Arthur Parker founded the
Parker Appliance Company in Cleveland, Ohio to develop his unique braking system for
trucks and buses. The same values and entrepreneurial spirit that brought the company
through the early years are still what drives Parker today.
Today, our revenue has reached 13 billion dollars and still growing, making high-tech parts
and systems for markets around the world, including motion systems and hydraulic and
pneumatic control for fluid, to help customers increase productivity and profitability.
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Infrastructure

Parker Hannifin China
We own over 2000 product lines in China with a wide range of products covering more than 50 markets.
It is committed to providing products technologies in aerospace, climate control, electromechanical,
filtration, fluid and gas handling, hydraulics, pneumatic, process control and seal & shielding. Products
and solutions are widely used at diesel engine, wind turbine, shipbuilding industry, offshore exploration,
steel industry, mobile equipment, high-speed railways and factory automation. With its China
headquarter in Shanghai, Parker Hannifin (hereafter referred to as“Parker”) has over 19 plants and 7
regional offices across the country, with more than 3000 employees.
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Solving the world’s greatest
engineering challenges
The development of more efficient energy sources; the desire to produce and distribute
clean water; new drug discovery and medical advances; the building of infrastructure and
transportation to support a growing population; the safe cultivation, transportation and
preservation of food sources; emerging developments in defense; and the protection of our
environment – all of these challenges drive Parker people forward, seeking new ways to
innovate, combine technologies, collaborate, develop systems and partner with our customers to
solve problems.

Innovation
The engineering in our products may not be visible, but everyday you experience the results
of our work on virtually everything that moves. Through a process we call Winovation, Parker
is focusing our collective efforts on developing products and systems that represent“new to
the world or new to the market”opportunities to help us deliver more value to customers. By
following this methodology, we not only create limitless growth potential for Parker, we also make
significant contributions to our world at large, for our generation and generations to come.
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Life Science

In 2014, Parker’s second generation
of Indego exoskeleton powered lower
limb device was put to clinical trial.
As the star product of Parker in the
field of life science, this product can
significantly improve paralysis patients’
moving ability, enabling them to stand
up and walk on any normal surfaces,
including the stairs, which brings a
lot of hope for paralysis patients in
increasing their independence.

With its proven solutions in areas
like motion and fluid control and
management, gas generation and
filtration, material development, and
temperature control, over the past
30 years, Parker provided a wide
range of system solutions for the life
science market, featuring small size,
light weight, environment friendly,
and high level of integration, covering
patient monitoring, respiratory and
anesthesia, dialysis, in vitro treatment,
drug injection, and advanced
wound treatment, not only lowered
customer’s risk and speeded up
their development, but also provided
assurance for the user with high life
quality.
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Medical

Diagnostics

Pharm

Cardiovascular

Research & Development

Patient Care

Clinical Diagnostics/Point of
Care

Patient Monitoring

Clinical Diagnostics/In-Vitro

Pharma Products

Patient Therapy

Clinical Diagnostics/
Radiological

Dispensing Automation

Respiratory & Anesthesia
Surgical

Manufacturing Infrastruchure

Research & Lab Instrument/
Analytical Chemistry
Research & Lab Instrument/
HTS/Combi-Chem

Smart Syringe Pump

Fittings & Connectors

Miniature Solenoid &
Proportional Valves

Mass Flow Control

Diaphragm Pumps

AGS Product

Custom Molder Components &
O-rings

SciPure 200TMAutomated
Single-use TFF System

EMI Shielding
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Rail transportation

External Door Operation
* Door Actuators/Door Locks

Pantograph Systems

Compressed Air

* Control Valves & Modular Control System

Purification System

* Emergency Access/Egress Devices

* Filters

* Push Button

* Dryers

* Obstacle Detection

On-Board Toilet Systems

* Cylinder

* EO Fitting

* Modular Control System

* Hose & Assembly

* Modular Control Subsystems

* Precision Pneumatic
Regulator

* Quick Coupling

* Liquid Media Control Valve

* Push-in Fittings

* Vacuum Control Valve

* Stainless Steel

* Waste Valve

* Clamps & Valves

Traction Control
* Sand Control Valves
& Subsystems

Ancillary Air
Distribution

Brake Control

* Ball Valve
Isolation

* Quick Coupling

Coupler

* Cylinder

* EO Fitting

* Pneumatic Actuators

* Hose &Assembly

* Control Valves

* Solenoid Valves

* Hose &
Assembly

Air Conditioning

Internal Doors

* Air Horn Control
Valves

* Stainless Steel
Tube

* Thermal Expansion Valves

* Door Actuators

* Clamps &
Valves

* Solenoid Valves
* Hot Gas Bypass Valves

* Control Valves & Modular
Control System

* Modular Control
System

* Filters

* Push Button

* Actuators

* Obstacle Detection

* Anti-lock
Solenoid Control

* Control Valves

* Brake
Application

* Push-in Fittings

Bogie System
* EO Fitting
* Quick Coupling
* Hose & Assembly
* Stainless Steel Tube
* Clamps & Valves
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* EO Fitting

Passenger Step
Control

Valves
* Valves

* EO Fitting
* Hose & Assembly
* Quick Coupling
* Stainless Steel Tube
* Clamps & Valves

We know safety and efficiency is your focus. To ensure the safety in passenger and cargo
transportation, you need reliable system and assemblies. Combining our global experience from
the past decades, Parker can provide you with comprehensive series of reliable products and
technologies for your rail transportation, including fluid connectors, air purifier, air-conditioner valve
control, pneumatic, filtration, hydraulic, sealing and shielding, as well as electromechanical products
and systems, to meet your specific demands. You could select single part or total system from
Parker’s wide series of solutions for your high-speed train, locomotives and metro systems, as
well as cargo and special rail vehicles.

EO Fitting

Quick Coupling

Hose & Assembly

Compressed Air Dryer

Compressed Air
Purification Solution

Compressed Air Filter

Door Systems

Actuators

Toilet System Solution
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Construction Machinery and Mining Equipment
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Parker is dedicated to provide customers in the construction machinery and mining equipment industry
with system solutions, to significantly improve the performance, reduce failure and downtime, increase
fuel efficiency and productivity, reduce noise level and emission. We can also help our customers control
cost and increase profitability.
Over the years, Parker has been the major supplier for the drilling rig and mining equipment industry. We
provide customers with mineral and coal mining machinery products and parts with superior performance
and endurance, as well as system solutions which are widely used in underground long-arm mining,
continuous mining, surface mining, rock drilling, etc. We provide integrated solutions, unique functional
design, and globally synchronized logistics and service, such as Kanban process and pre-assembling, to
shorten the time to market of customer’s products, reduce the production time and cost by as much as
15%, and significantly simplify purchasing process.

Laser LCM20 Portable
Particle Counter

Gear Pump/Gear Moto

P70CF/F130CF Open Center
Directional Valve

IQAN System

M402LS Load Sensing
Directional Valve

P2/P3 Variable Piston Pump

F11/F12/V12/V14 Fix and
Variable Piston Motor

PCL401/402/403 Remote
Control

K220LS Load Sensing
Directional Vavle
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Oil and Gas
Parker has been an integral part of the
product research and development in
offshore oil and gas exploration and
production for more than five decades,
and we are leading the way with
advanced technologies and solutions
the oil & gas industry is looking for.
From consulting to design, product
selection to total solution supply
and installation, Parker can provide
customers with one-stop service.
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Parker’s products covers a wide range of industries, including deep-water mooring systems,
custom umbilicals, trusted hydraulic and fluid connecter, core hydraulic components used in marine
engineering platform hoisting systems, advanced filtration and particle detection systems, and oil
health monitoring solutions, special material used in under-water oil-drilling tree and platform, highpressure valve, fittings, and instrument pipe systems, engineered material for high-temperature and
ultrahigh-pressure, as well as other certified and advanced technologies and components.
Parker China Pipe Service Center (CPS) mainly provides products and services for marine
engineering and industrial customers.
Parker CPS can provide customers with various services, including technical consulting, pipe preassembly, field management, cleaning and testing, hose assembly, as well as cross departmental
supply. Meanwhile, Parker CPS’s value-added services, such as Kanban process, integrated
purchasing, technical services, Parker container, PTS(Parker hose assembly Tracking System),
etc. have provided a lot of convenience for customers’logistics management, especially in offshore
engineering and ship building industries, and has accumulated a lot of application experience.

Umbilicals

EO Tube Fittings

Parflange F37 and Nonwelded Piping System

High-temperature, Highpressure Engineering
Materials

High-pressure Instrument
Valves,Fittings,Tubing and
Manifolds

Reverse Osmosis
Saltwater Desalination
Systems and N2 System

Oil Health Management
System

	
  

Hydraulic PU system and
Components

A-TEX rated explosion-proof
directional valves and AC Drive
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Diesel Engine

As global challenge of environment protection is growing
intense, more and more stringent emission regulations will
be implemented around the world. Application of diesel
engine electric control technology and emergence of clean
fuel engines have changed the whole transport industry.
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Parker has been dealing with R&D and
production of diesel engines for many
years. As a global leading supplier
with advanced technologies, our
products have seen a large number of
applications and won a good reputation
in Europe and America markets.
Backed by the successful experiences
gained in global markets, we are in
a position to strongly support the
enforcement of National IV and higher
emission standards in China, which will
play a significant role in improving quality
of urban air.
Parker is committed to build up local
teams and plants in China. With the
technical requirements of Chinese
OEMs customer and system integrators
in mind, the local design teams can
develop and produce products to meet
needs of Chinese customers.
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Energy

Parker now provides a variety of products
that are highly dependable and reliable.
The products help improve system
service life and safety, prevent shutdown,
reduce operation and maintenance cost,
increase efficiency, and comply with highstandard emission laws and regulations.
As a global leader in motion and control
products and systems, we produce
diversified components and devices,
offering precision engineering solutions
to a number of markets including energy
market. These solutions cover nuclear
power station, thermal power station, gas
turbine power station, IGCC, biomass,
hydropower, waste power generation,
geothermal energy, tidal energy, solar
energy, wind energy and more. Our
solutions help all enterprises reduce cost
and improve performance, leading to
more cost effective power generation.

Hydraulic & Fluid
Connector System
Solution

Gear Box lubrication & Oil Health Management System
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Parker has over 20 years of successful
experience in wind power industry.
The advanced cooling and hydraulic
technologies from Parker help complete
unit factories reduce overall cost and
improve construction cost. Parker also
provides and develops customized
solutions. The complete and sound
after service network is another major
advantage of Parker.

Grid Tie Energy Storage System

Instrumentation System Solution

Parker's proven reliable systems
include hydraulic, piping, gear box
lubrication and cooling, oil processing
and monitoring, precision cooling, and
frequency conversion and control.
With these advantageous solutions,
customers can achieve efficient and
reliable energy generation and higher
profitability.

Engineering Material System Solution
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Automotive

Parker has run business in automotive application field for 80 years and always
pays close attention to this market, which enables us to gain a unique insight
and thus help automotive manufacturers launch new and perfect programs.
Parker products are very popular among automotive makers, including both
single products to complete operation control solutions.

Pneumatic
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Hydraulic

The global automotive project management team of Parker provides comprehensive support
to current automotive makers in three critical fields. With Parker resources distributed across
the global, the team can coordinate well between machinery manufacturers and automotive
manufactures to create a win-win situation for your projects. Our capabilities and expertise
cover all links in the automotive industry chain, including machinery review, product selection,
engineering drawing approval and training, spare part recommendation, and installation support.
automotive manufacturers using Parker hydraulic, pneumatic, filtration, fluid connector, and
electromechanical products can get access to services provided by highly experienced experts
of Parker, including project management, training, and engineering support.

Electromechanical

Fluid Connector
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Aerospace

1927
The leak-proof fuel connector invented by Arthur Parker
helped Charles Lindbergh to complete human's first
safe flight across the Atlantic Ocean in his Spirit of St.
Louis, leaving a name in history.
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In its long development history, Parker Aerospace has accumulated abundant
solutions and technical innovations related to different aerospace systems. From
production of hydraulic, fuel, flight control, fluid conveyance, and engine components
and systems to provision of relevant repair services, Parker possess outstanding
talents, resources, and infrastructures, being fully capable of meeting innovation needs
from customers and providing top quality customer services.
The rapidly growing Chinese aviation market is now one of the priorities in Parker
business. Parker Aerospace provides fuel, hydraulic, and flight control systems for
the new ARJ21 airplanes of COMAC, and has been the gold supplier for this project
for eight consecutive years. In 2010, Parker Aerospace became the supplier for FBW
flight control actuator system, hydraulic system, fuel system, and fuel tank inerting
system of the new C919 large airplane of COMAC. In June 2013, Parker Aerospace
signed an official joint venture contract with AVIC, and established two joint ventures in
Xi'an and Nanjing to provide local support for C919 large airplane projects of COMAC.
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Hydraulic Group
As one of the most comprehensive global hydraulic product suppliers, Parker is a leading manufacturer of
top grade hydraulic components and systems, provides motion and control solutions for a variety of markets
including General industry, Construction machinery, Marine and Offshore and Power Generation.

Hydraulic Pumps and
Motors
* Piston Pumps & Motors
* Vane pumps & Motors
* Gear Pumps & Motors
* Gerotor Motors
* Radial Piston LSHT Motors

Hydraulic Valves

	
  

* Industrial Valves
* Mobile Valves
* Threaded Cartridge Valves
* Proportional/Servo control
Valves

	
  

* Custom Made Valves

Cylinder & Rotary
Actuators
* Industrial Cylinders
* Mobile Cylinders
* Telescopic Cylinders
* Rotary Actuators
* Custom Made Cylinders

Accumulators and
Coolers
* Piston/ Bladder/Diaphragm
Accumulators
* Accumulator Accessories
* Air-Oil Coolers
* Water-Oil Coolers

Hydraulic System
Solution
* Hydraulic Power Units
* Hydraulic Control Manifolds
* Hydraulic System
* Onsite service & commissioning
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Filtration Group
Parker Filtration runs 7 world leading product platforms, covering aerospace, water purification, engine & mobile
filtration, hydraulics, compressed air and gas treatment, gas generation, and process filtration. Parker designs,
manufactures, and distributes quality products for Hydraulic, Pneumatic, Automobile, Marine, Process, Aviation,
and Environment markets.

Process Filtration
* Liquid Membrane Filter
* Sterile Air Filter
* Stainless Steel Filter Housing
* Validation Equipment

Water Purification
* Reverse Osmosis
* Modular System
* Customized Systems
* Water Treatment Accessories

Compressed Air &
Gas Treatment Filter
* Low, Med, High Pressure Filter
* Sampling Filter
* Refrigerated Dryer
* Modular Dessicant Dryer
* Twin Tower Dessicant Dryer
* Water Chillers

Engine & Mobile
Filtration
* Engine Filters
* Fuel Filtration System
* Oil Filters
* Air Intake Filters

Hydraulic Filtration
* Low, Med, High Pressure Filters
* Filter Cart
* Condition Monitoring
* Purification Systems

Gas Generations
* Industrial Gas Generation
* Laboratory Gas Generation
* Pressure Swing Absorption
* Hollow Membrane Fiber
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Fluid Connectors
Group
As a leader in "Dry Technology" for the fluid power industry, Parker Fluid Connectors Group serves customers
in a variety of markets, including Oil & Gas, Marine & Offshore, Transportation, Automotive, Mobile, Construction
Machinery, Aerial Lift, Agricultural, Mining, Metallurgy, Power Generation, Industrial Machinery, Bulk Chemical
Handling, Fuel & Gas Delivery, Food & Beverage and Medical.

Hose & Hose Fittings
* Hydraulic Hose
* Push-Lok R Hose
* Hose Fittings in Steel & S.S.
* Hose Equipment & Accessories
* The Parker Tracking System

Tube Fittings
* EO, EO-2, EO2-Form
* Triple-Lok R
* O-Lok R
* Adaptors
* Parflange R F37
* EO-3 R
* SensoControl R

Thermoplastic Hose,
Industrial Hose
* Parflex Thermoplastic Hose/
Tubing
* Parflex Fluoropolymer Hose/
Tubing
* Polyflex Ultra High Pressure
Hose
* Polyflex Hose for Oil & Gas
* Industrial Hose

Quick Couplings, Low
Pressure Fittings
* Hydraulic Quick Couplings
* Rectus Low Pressure Quick
Couplings
* Snap-tite High Pressure Quick
Couplings
* Push-in Fittings
* Function Fittings
* Industrial Valves
* Technical Tubing
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Automation Group
Parker Automation and Drive Group is a world leading developer and manufacturer of products and systems
in pneumatics, industrial drive, precision electro mechanics and precision fluid. Our automation solutions are
widely used in Transportation, Life Science, Renewable Energy Sources, Food Packaging and other industrial
automation fields.

DC & AC Drive
* Large Power DC Drive
* Inverter
* AC Induction Motor

Servo Motor and Drive
* Servo Motor
* Torque Motor
* Linear Motor
* Non-standara Motor
* Compax3S/H, SLVD-N,
* Compax3M, TPD-M

Mechanical Product
* Precision Electric Cylinder
* Linear Actuator
* Precision Geavbox
* Rotating Stage/Table

A Complete Range
of Pneumatic System
Components
* ISO Cylinder
* Rodless Cylinder
* Valves
* Air Preparation
* Fitting

Fluid Control Valve
* Two Way/Three Way solenoid
Valve
* Four Way/Five Way/ solenoid
valve
* Ex-Proof Solenoid Valve
* Angle Body Valve
* Other Special Application Valve
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Engineering Material
Group
Parker Engineering Material Group provides complete engineering sealing solutions. The engineering material
are used widely in Aerospace, Energy Transport, Life Science, Hydraulics and Pneumatics, Chemical
instrument, Semiconductor, and other industries to ensure safe and reliable equipment operation.

Engineering Material

* Extruded Seals, Medical Grade
Silicone Extrusion
* Custom Molded Seals

* Bonding Seal, Metal Seal
* Chomerics R Shielding
Electromagnetic Interference
(EMI) and Thermal
Management

* O-ring, Custom Rubber
Product
* Dynamic Seal, PTFE Seal,
Rotary Seal
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Instrumentation
Group
Parker Instrumentation Group is dedicated to being the global leader in the design, manufacture and distribution
of high quality, critical flow and ultra high purity components for the Petrochemical, Chemical Processing, Oil
& Gas, Power Generation, Water Analysis, Bio pharmaceutical, Semiconductor Manufacturing and Analytical
Equipment industries.

Fittings
* CPITM & A-Lok R Tube Fittings
* MPITM Fittings
* Autoclave High Pressure
* UHP Fittings
* PFA/PTFE Fittings

Valves
* Needle & Ball Valves
* Filter, Check &Relief Valves
* Diaphragm & Bellows
* PFA/PTFE Valves
* Autoclave Valves
* Regulators

Valves & DBB Flange
Valves
* 2/3/5 Manifolds
* Monoflange & Pro-bloc DBB
* HP DBB Manifolds
* CCIMS

Mass Flow Control
* MFC
* Rota Flowmeters

Analytical
* Vent MasterTM ™
* RmaxTM ™
* Change Over System
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Value Added Department
Parker’s Value Added department was founded in 2003. It is a professional hydraulic system team, providing
hydraulic industry with system design, manufacturing, testing services, as well as integration services for
Parker’s products in China. This department has profound OEM manufacturing and independent ODM
design capability, with 400 units/year of power station design and assembly capability, 180,000 pieces/year of
hose assembly capability. This department is capable to provide comprehensive and customized motion and
control solutions and system integration services for a wide range of industries, including automotive, cement,
electricity, energy, metallic, test stand, environmental protection, ship building, oil & gas, mobile machinery, port
machinery, heavy machinery, machine tool, as well as river and offshore engineering.
Proven typical applications include: Hydraulic system for dredger, mill loading system, control system for
induced draft fan, hydraulic system for vulcanizing machine’s lubrication system, hydraulic system for Lock
Hoist, hydraulic system for Dumper and Bucket, systems for steel industry, hydraulic systems for stacker and
rotary gear wheel, Coal Terminal dumper, cylinder, pipe system, as well as hydraulic system and pipes for salt
dredger ship.
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ParkerStore

ParkerStore is focusing on MRO and small-to-medium sized OEM
customers in various industries, to provide them with product and
technology support as well as professional services. With its innovating
products and solutions, Parker advocates nearby and rapid-response
services. Since the first ParkerStore was opened in the USA in 1992,
Parker has opened more than 3,000 stores around the world.

ParkerStore On-Site
In order to provide quick field services to key customers in off-premises platforms, Parker
introduced the ParkerStore On-Site field service container.
These field service container stores equipped with hoses and fittings can be located at
remote sites or sites in harsh environments. If enough stock is reserved, it can be used to
carry out emergency repair and replacement to prevent downtime.
ParkerStore On-Site has been successfully applied in coal mines, oil wells, refinery plants,
large construction projects, remote areas, OEM projects, steel industry, as well as highspeed rail projects, etc.

Channel Development Support
ParkerStore Distribution Network is supported by a
professional Parker team. Our mission is to keep close
collaboration with ParkerStore in the retail industry and
make profits. Retail specialists will provide you with
various development supports, including site selection,
opening a store, retail product and service training,
marketing and sales support, as well as follow-up of
sales growth plan.
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CSR

Children Education is a worthwhile social commonweal program
carried out by Parker to fulfill its corporate social responsibility.
In 2008, Parker in cooperation with China Youth Development
Foundation established a Hope School in Tianshui, Gansu in
Western China. After that, it popularized successively this children
education project in schools in Sichuan, Jiangsu, Yunnan and
Guangdong. So far, about 1,500 pupils have benefited from this
project, among whom, most are from a poor family. Parker and
its employees also take an active part in the charity plans of other
non-profit organizations, from which more than 3000 children
benefited. Over the past years, Parker's employees in China have
spent more than 12,000 hours on voluntary work, and about 1,200
employees have participated in various charitable activities.
In 2008, Parker and China Youth Development Foundation established a Hope
School in Tianshui, Gansu in Western China. What is worth mentioning is that in
this project, Parker employees' donation took up 50% of the total.
Over the past years, Parker has already donated three Parker loving libraries
and one sports room. In 2011, it again donated 200 sets of desks and chairs, 4
loving libraries and 1 sports room to poor schools in the east and west.
Parker's employees have been donating clothing, toys, books, foods and daily
necessities for many years to Senjimeiduo Charity School in Qizong Village,
Tacheng Town, Weixi County, Diqing Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, Yunnan.
Parker's employees participated in the "Loving Tree" charitable activity hosted by
Shanghai International Community, and donated New Year presents to children
in orphan homes and hope schools in Shanghai.
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&MFDUSPOJDDPOUSPMMFST
&MFDUSPOJDWBMWFT
'JMUFSESJFST
'MVJETZTUFNGUUJOHT WBMWFT 
SFHVMBUPSTNBOJGPMEWBMWFT
'MVJETZTUFNNBTTGPXNFUFST
DPOUSPMMFST
'MVPSPQPMZNFSDIFNJDBM
EFMJWFSZGUUJOHT WBMWFTQVNQT
)JHIQSFTTVSFGUUJOHT WBMWFT
QVNQTTZTUFNT
)JHIQVSJUZHBTEFMJWFSZ
GUUJOHT WBMWFTSFHVMBUPST
.FEJDBMEFWJDFT
/BUVSBMHBTPOCPBSEGVFMTZTUFNT
1SFTTVSFSFHVMBUJOHWBMWFT
3FGSJHFSBUJPOFMFDUSPOJDDPOUSPMT
NPOJUPSJOH
4BGFUZSFMJFGWBMWFT
5IFSNPTUBUJDFMFDUSPOJD
FYQBOTJPOWBMWFT

'JMUSBUJPO

,FZ1SPEVDUT
"OBMZUJDBMHBTHFOFSBUPST
"WJBUJPOGVFMGJMUFST
$PNQSFTTFEBJSHBTUSFBUNFOU
TPMVUJPOT
&OHJOFGVFM PJM BJS$$7GJMUSBUJPO
TZTUFNT
'MVJEDPOEJUJPONPOJUPSJOHTZTUFNT
)ZESBVMJDMVCSJDBUJPOGJMUFST
*OTUSVNFOUBUJPOGJMUFST
-JRVJE BJSHBTGJMUFST
.FNCSBOFGJCFSGJMUFST
/JUSPHFOIZESPHFOHFOFSBUPST
4UFSJMFBJSGJMUSBUJPO
8BUFSEFTBMJOBUJPOBOEQVSJGJDBUJPO
GJMUFSTTZTUFNT

&OHJOFFSFE.BUFSJBMT

,FZ1SPEVDUT
%ZOBNJDTFBMT
&MBTUPNFSJDPSJOHT
&MFDUSPNFEJDBMJOTUSVNFOU
EFTJHOBTTFNCMZ
&.*TIJFMEJOH
&YUSVEFEQSFDJTJPODVU
GBCSJDBUFEFMBTUPNFSJDTFBMT
)JHIUFNQFSBUVSFNFUBMTFBMT
)PNPHFOFPVTJOTFSUFE
FMBTUPNFSJDTIBQFT
.FEJDBMEFWJDFGBCSJDBUJPO
BTTFNCMZ
.FUBMQMBTUJDSFUBJOFE
DPNQPTJUFTFBMT
4IJFMEFEPQUJDBMXJOEPXT
4JMJDPOFUVCJOHFYUSVTJPOT
5IFSNBMNBOBHFNFOU
7JCSBUJPOEBNQFOJOH

"FSPTQBDF4ZTUFNT 4FHNFOU
1SPEVDU(SPVQT
"FSPTQBDF

"FSPTQBDF

,FZ.BSLFUT

,FZ1SPEVDUT

"GUFSNBSLFUTFSWJDFT
#VTJOFTTKFUT
$PNNFSDJBMUSBOTQPSUT
&OHJOFT
(FOFSBMBWJBUJPO
)FMJDPQUFST
.JMJUBSZBJSDSBGU
.JTTJMFT
1PXFSHFOFSBUJPO
3FHJPOBMUSBOTQPSUT
6ONBOOFEBFSJBMWFIJDMFT

$POUSPMBDUVBUJPOTZTUFNT
DPNQPOFOUT
&OHJOFTZTUFNTDPNQPOFOUT
'MVJEDPOWFZBODFTZTUFNT
DPNQPOFOUT
'MVJENFUFSJOH EFMJWFSZ
BUPNJ[BUJPOEFWJDFT
'VFMTZTUFNTDPNQPOFOUT
'VFMUBOLJOFSUJOHTZTUFNT
)ZESBVMJDTZTUFNT
DPNQPOFOUT
-VCSJDBUJPODPNQPOFOUT
1PXFSDPOEJUJPOJOH
NBOBHFNFOUTZTUFNT
5IFSNBMNBOBHFNFOU
8IFFMTCSBLFT
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美国 Parker 流体连接件授权代理商
联系方式：
信德迈科技(北京)有限公司 CNMEC Technology Company
地址：北京市朝阳区望京街 10 号望京 SOHO‐T1‐C 座 2115 室
邮编：100102
*Tel: 010‐8428 2935 | * Fax: 010‐8428 8762
*手机：139 1096 2635
*电子邮件： sales@cnmec.biz
主页：http://www.cnmec.biz/snaptite/snaptite01.htm
公司网址：www.cnmec.biz
联系方式：sales@cnmec.biz
信德迈公司公众账号：xindemai
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